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Developing good relationships with other makes your life happier and easier.

Doesn’t mean being a door mat but cultivating mutually nurturing relations. 
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• Long slow breath with counting.

• Breathing in I relax my body, breathing out I calm my mind.

• Breathe naturally. 

• May I have peace happiness contentment and joy.

• Someone you love deeply - May you have peace happiness contentment and joy.

• Someone neutral. 
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Story – told by Tara Brach.

Man comes home after a difficult day at work. 

His young daughter pulls on pant leg but father is too distracted by his thoughts 
about work. 

Girl keeps pulling because she wants to give him the drawing she painted for him. 

Finally father gets frustrated and says to his daughter “What are you doing down 
there”

Daughter says “I live down here”

The father may love the daughter deeply but if he is distracted he might accidentally 
not pay attention to her when she needs it the most.

Mindfulness helps us to wake up to the needs for others. 
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• Long Slow breath

• Think about how you have suffered. 

• If someone you loved had the same experience what would you say to them to 
comfort them.

• Think about the people that love you and care for you what would they say to 
you.

• If you feel that it will help put your hand on your heart and wish yourself well. 

• How do you feel about the support. 

• Say to yourself the words that you need to hear. 

• May I be free from suffering and harm.

• This is self compassion. 

• Now think of someone close to you that you care about that is suffering.

• Visualize them and say 

• May you be free from suffering and harm.

• See them smile.

• Think of others you know who are suffering and one by one wish them well

• How do you feel

• Gratitude. 
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Begin with the goal in mind:   

The goal is to be aware of what is happening in the present moment.

The goal is NOT to stop thinking!   When thoughts arise it is ok, just become 
aware that there are thoughts and label them.

Remember that this is “practice”.  Your mind will wander but you can accept this 
with compassion.

Cultivate a real sense of curiosity and interest. 

The best meditation technique is the technique that works for you in the present 
moment.

Depending upon your stress levels different meditations might be helpful.   

If you are very stressed out the following might be of help.

Use techniques such as counting the breath and intentionally breathing 
deeply. 

Affirmations, mantras.

Middle way

The more complex the meditation is the more that you will be forced to focus 
and concentrate.  If the meditation is too complex you will get frustrated.   
There are techniques that increase the complexity.

Add a visualization that inspires you.   Grandparent, grandchild, 
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spiritual leader, mentor.

Expand concentration to include sounds, thoughts, your own mental 
state and attitude.

The more curious you and interested you are in what you are 
concentrating on the easier it will be to concentrate. 

Be careful.  If the meditation is too complex it will frustrate you.   Find the right 
balance.

Try to keep a smile on your face!

When your minder wanders:

It’s just a thought

Bring your focus back to your breath with a kind, gentle and loving approach to 
yourself. 

Accept that your mind wanders.

If you have a repeating dramatization – give a name to the dramatization –
“woe as me story” – “life isn’t fair story”  

Avoid labeling or judging because they trigger dramatizations and emotions. 

Notice any tension in your body.   

Notice your attitude or disposition when your mind wanders. 

Goal is to be calm, relaxed, non-emotional, accepting and compassionate.

When the Goal is NOT achieved, then you congratulate yourself about being 
aware!   

You have gained consciousness! 

It has been a successful practice!

Keep repeating!!!   You are always doing the right thing. 
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You never noticed that your mind wanders and it doesn’t bother you.

You begin to notice that your mind wanders and you think that it won’t ever stop.

You realize after you have reacted inappropriately and that you are angry.

You realize as you are about to react inappropriately but do it anyway.

You realize you are about to react inappropriately and don’t do it.

You realize that you are angry and don’t even think of reacting.

You notice that the situation is about to happen and you are able to stop the anger. 
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